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Professional focus on the film analysis 
 

There are many different kinds of professionals involved in a film production. They are all 
skilled and trained within their own crafts. That is why it is a good idea to get inspired by 
the professionals. 

We have chosen some different ideas that may help you tackle the film analysis. 

It might be a good idea to work in pairs or groups and that each pair/group concentrates 
on one craft. 

 

THE CINEMATOGRAPHER: 

Observe the use of framing, camera angles and camera movement in the beginning – and 
in the rest of the film. Look at the use of lightness/darkness. Is the lighting designed? If 
so, how? 

Which type of framing is used most frequently – for what purpose? 

 

SET DESIGNER, COSTUME DESIGNER, MAKE UP DESIGNER AND PROP MASTER: 

Observe the mood of the film and the individual scenes. Which period of time is it set in? 
How is this shown? Which colour scheme does it use? 

Which part do the locations play – exteriors/studio interiors? Which part  do the costumes, 
make up, main props and other props play? 

 

SOUND ENGINEER: 

How and is when are the different types of sound: (real sound, dialogue, foley, music or 
silence) used in the film as a whole and in the individual scenes? 

 

PRODUCER: 

Did you observe anything in the film, that would have cost a lot or was difficult or time 
consuming to film? Is this an expensive film? 

   

Did you mainly observe exotic/non-exotic locations. 
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Was it recorded inside/outside the studio? Are there many actors, extras, stunts, helicop-
ter flights or other expensive features? Have the other professionals: the cinema-
tographer, the set designer, sound designer etc. used a lot of time and lots of money in 
their fields? 

 

SCRIPT WRITER AND DIRECTOR: 

How do you think the idea for the script  came into being?  

How are the characters constructed: main character/protagonist, antagonist(s), helpers? 
Who is the main character? Are there heroes and/or villains? 

What has the scriptwriter done to make the characters more exiting? Draw a chart of su-
spense: mark  

the opening, point of no return etc. 

 

EDITING: 

How is the editing rhythm: quick/slow? Does the editing follow the music? What kind of 
feeling does the editing give you, e.g. gliding? How does the editing go 

from one picture to another? Does the film have black outs? If yes, why? 

 

ALL: 

How do your professional skills help underlining the genre of the film: thriller, socialist rea-
lism, love story 

etc.? 

 

ALL: 

Write a review of the film from your professional point of view. The whole class may write 
a “relay” review, each professional group contributing in its own right. reaching a common 
conclusion. 
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ALL: 

Make posters for the film: work creatively with: the typography for the title, pictures and 
tag line - “She thought that this was the end, but love conquers all” or “Dare you leave 
your house tonight?”. Lay out for the credits, genre etc. 

Get inspired by looking at: www.filmnet.dk/database.asp 

 

 


